MELROSE PARK OSHC BLOG
Term 3 Week 4

OUR WEEK AT OSHC
Monday at OSHC the group made fruits from coloured paper plates and used paints
to give them realistic touches or cartoon faces depending on the individuals taste.
That afternoon the children created posters for the upcoming hand ball competition
and created a list to sign up. The children began to discuss the rules for the
competition and practiced their skills ready for next week.
Tuesday morning the children used paints to colour their favorite prints outs. The
children played card games and built using the magnetic shapes. Tuesday afternoon
our mini chefs created parfaits, which was a cooking experience chosen by the
children. The children learnt to layer yoghurt, fruits and granola to make a healthy
tasty treat. The children are becoming more and more confident in the kitchen.
Wednesday, the day started with beading to create necklaces and bracelets. The
children experimented with colour and design as they patterned their way to a
fashionable accessory. In the afternoon, the group played with moon sand which is a
sensory material made from flour and oils. The moon sand feels great and is a nice
way to relax. That afternoon coach Kyle mentored the group to learn the proper
hand position for hitting the volley ball. The group then played a game where the
aim was to hit the ball over the net back and forth.

Thursday the children used kinetic sand to mold shapes, building castle’s and forts.
The group continued practicing for the hand ball competition and are demonstrating
excellent hand eye coordination and agility.
Friday morning was special breakfast day and this week was eggs, sausages and
orange juice. The children enjoyed the food and have given further suggestion for
future breakfast options. The children had a choice of bead boards, creating their
own stickers and colouring in patterned print outs. In the afternoon the group
enjoyed the warm weather outside, they used the new sandpit toys to dig tunnels
and construct castles and challenged each other to cooking contests.
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